
Custom

Printed Panels

Elevate any room with our fully customised wall panels
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Create a unique space with printed wall and ceiling 
paneling. Graphics are printed directly onto the raw 
material sheeting and then easily installed to walls or 
ceilings.

Patterns can be printed continuously over several 
sheets aligning together to create the perfect space 
for your project. 

Our digitally printed panels come with custom 
grooved and perforated options, with the versatility 
of high-resolution custom prints, giving your decor a 
unique look.

Printed 
Panels 

Our Materials

Laminate

Printing on laminate allowes 

for curves around tight bends 

whilst remaining durable.

Image Bond

Waterproof high-definition 

panel for vibrant colours and 

high quality prints.

Aluminium

Combining natural sheen with 

printed graphics creating a 

unique effect.

Plastic Board

Cost-effective, impact 

resistant material with low 

water absorption.

Acrylic

Cheaper alternative to 

glass, offering a sleek look in 

moisture-pront environments.

Glass

Glass printing offers a sleek, 

premium appearance, perfect 

for wet areas like kitchens.

PLY Wood

Multi-layered panel made 

from 1.5mm veneers, creating 

a uniform appearance.

Acoustic

Acoustic panels are designed 

to reduce sound and control 

background noise.

MDF
Cost effective wall and ceiling 

panels, customisable in size and 

perforation.

Fibre Cement

Hard and durable material 

commonly used for external 

wall and ceilings.
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Elevate your space 
with our lightweight 

printed panels

We have a range of lightweight panel 
materials, including, Balsa, Acoustic, and 
Image Bond, which are meticulously crafted 
for effortless installation.

Lightweight

Transform your acoustic environment with 
our specially crafted panels, designed to 
minimize echo and absorb sound effectively. 
Select from perforated panels or acoustic 
polyester sheeting, each engineered for 
optimal sound absorption. Whether you 
are outfitting a studio, conference room, or 
entertainment venue, our printed acoustic 
panels deliver unmatched performance, 
providing both sound absorption and 
aesthetic appeal.

Acoustic
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Our expertise lies in the custom grooving and CNC 
cutting of panels, a specialised service that unlocks 
boundless design potential tailored precisely to your 
requirements. With meticulous attention to detail, 
we transform your chosen material into custom 
creations, ensuring that every cut and groove alighs 
seemlessly with your printed graphic. Whether you seek 
an intricate pattern or precise dimensions, our skilled 
joinery team can work to make your vision a reality. 

Grooved
Panels

See our grooved 
panels in the 

Maratimo Luxury 
Motor Yacht
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Raw Inkk excels in precision printing on a wide range of Group 1 Fire Rated 
materials, ensuring top-tier safety and quality standards. Ideal for public 
spaces, these materials meet stringent building regulations while maintaining 
aesthetic appeal and durability. Our expertise in precision printing ensures that 
your designs surpass expectations, offering peace of mind in safety-critical 
environments.

Fire Rated

Count on Raw Inkk 
for outstanding 

printing results on 
Group 1 Fire Rated 

materials

Specifications
Max Length: 3600mm per panel

Max Width: 1500mm per panel

Application: Wall | Ceiling

Installation: Screw | Glue | Standoffs | Silicone | Hang

Joining method: Butt join



Contact Us
Address

23-25 Spencer St, Toowoomba QLD 4350

Phone
(07) 4636 1422

  
Email 

admin@rawinkk.com.au

Website
www.rawinkk.com.au

Raw Inkk products are distributed by 
+61 (07) 3807 9308 
sales@gen-eco.com.au

Talk to us today 
about how we can

 help make your 
plans a reality


